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Three-dimensional optical Fourier transform and correlation
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Optical implementation of a three-dimensional (3-D) Fourier transform is proposed and demonstrated. A
spatial 3-D object, as seen from the paraxial zone, is transformed to the 3-D spatial frequency space. Based
on the new procedure, a 3-D joint transform correlator is described that is capable of recognizing targets in the
3-D space.  1997 Optical Society of America
An optical Fourier transform (FT) obtained by a
spherical lens is an eff icient tool for optical image
processing.1 The lens transforms a two-dimensional
(2-D) image from some transverse plane to the
spatial-frequency plane. Therefore, in optical image
processing, people usually deal with 2-D objects or at
most 2-D projections of three-dimensional (3-D) objects.
However, there are applications for which 3-D objects
should be processed in the entire space and their
2-D projections do not contain enough information.
Because of the essential importance of the FT in image
processing of any dimension, a method of implementing
a 3-D FT optically is proposed. In this scheme, 3-D
objects are scanned from the paraxial point of view
and Fourier transformed to the 3-D spatial frequency
space. Using a 3-D FT, one can do spatial filtering
and a correlation on the entire 3-D input distribution.
As an example, a spatial correlation for pattern recog-
nition in 3-D space is demonstrated.

The proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1. A 3-D
input function osxs, ys, zsd is located in the coordinate
system sxs, ys, zsd. P1 is the transverse plane zs  0.
A CCD observes plane P1 from a distance L. It is
assumed that the f ield of view on P1 is wider than
the transverse dimension of the input function and
that the depth of focus of the camera is longer than
the longitudinal dimension of the input function. All
the observed objects are imaged onto the CCD and
displayed on a spatial light modulator (SLM). This
SLM is located in the front focal plane of a spherical
lens with a focal length f and is illuminated by a plane
wave. Thus a 2-D FT of the SLM’s image is obtained
on the lens’s back focal plane P3, and so far this system
is not different from many other well-known hybrid
configurations.2 The new element here is the third
spatial frequency variable obtained by displaying a
few projections of the plane P1, each with a different
transverse displacement of the CCD.

To express the relation between the 3-D input func-
tion and the distributions on plane P3, let us first look
at a single point sxs

0, ys
0, zs

0d from the entire input ob-
ject. The observed point is displayed on the SLM at
point sxi, yid and transformed by the lens into a linear
phase function expfi2psxiu 1 yivdylf g, where u and v
are the coordinates of back focal plane P3 and l is the
wavelength of the plane wave. Assuming that plane
P1 is displayed on the SLM with a magnification fac-
tor M , we can calculate the location of the observed
point on the SLM as a function of its location in object
0146-9592/97/130964-03$10.00/0
space and the amount of CCD displacement sDx, Dy d.
Using simple geometrical considerations, we can locate
the point on the SLM:

xi  MsDx 1 xs
0dys1 2 zs

0yLd ,

yi  MsDy 1 ys
0dys1 2 zs

0yLd . (1)

We obtain the overall f ield distribution on the rear
focal plane that results from a 3-D object, osxs, ys, zsd,
for a given displacement sDx, Dy d by integrating over
the linear phases contributed by all the object points,
as follows:

Osu, v, Dx, Dy d 
Z Z Z

osxs, ys, zsdexpfi2psxiu

1 yivdylf gdxsdysdzs . (2)

At this point we assume that L .. zs, max, Lfl ..
Mumaxzs, maxxs, max, and Lfl .. Mvmaxzs,maxys, max,
where s ys, max, xs,max, zs, maxd are the maximum values
of the volume that contains the input function and
sumax, vmaxd are the maximum values of plane P3. For

Fig. 1. Schematic of the optical system for the 3-D FT.
 1997 Optical Society of America
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a given input the validity of these assumptions de-
pends on the system parameters, and therefore we can
always design the system to satisfy these assumptions.
Following the assumptions, we approximate the loca-
tion of each object’s point on the SLM as

xi > MsDx 1 xs 1 zsDxyLd ,

yi > MsDy 1 ys 1 zsDyyLd . (3)

Substituting approximations (3) into Eq. (2) yields

Osu, v, Dx, Dy d  expfsi2pMylf d sDxu 1 Dyvdg

3
Z Z Z

osxs, ys, zsdexphsi2pMylf d fxsu 1 ysv

1szsyLd sDxu 1 Dyvdgjdxsdysdzs . (4)

Equation (4) is a 3-D FT, multiplied by a linear
phase function, which transforms an object function
osxs, ys, zsd into a 3-D spatial frequency function
Osvx, vy , vzd, where vx  Muylf , vy  Mvylf , and
vz  MsDxu 1 DyvdylfL.

Following a conventional Fourier analysis, we know
that the maximum camera displacement depends on
the longitudinal size dzs of the smallest input ele-
ment. Assuming that Dx, max  Dy, max  D and umax 
vmax  B, the condition DB $ lfLy

p
2 Mdzs should be

satisfied in order not to lose the information on the
smallest longitudinal element. We conclude that the
bandwidth of the system in the third dimension vz de-
pends directly on both the transverse bandwidth and
the maximal CCD displacement. Another limitation
on the camera’s displacement is given by the condition
D # W 2 Dxs, where W is the width of the f ield of
view on P1 and Dxs denotes the transverse size of the
input object. Shifting the CCD beyond this limitation
causes the object to disappear from the field of view.

Although it is convenient to analyze the system in
terms of continuous signals, our detected 3-D signal
is discrete in its all dimensions. This is so because
each 2-D image is recorded separately as a collection
of discrete pixels inside the computer. Therefore the
limitations on the sampling interval along the CCD’s
translation should be considered. Let us assume
that the maximal sampling intervals sdx, max, dy, maxd
satisfy the equation dx,max  dy,max  d, the maxi-
mal transverse sampling intervals sdumax, dvmaxd sat-
isfy the equation dumax  dvmax  b, and Dzs denotes
the longitudinal size of the input object. The criterion
db # lfLy2

p
2 MDzs should be satisfied for a signal

to be reconstructed completely, along the zs direction,
from its samples in the spectral domain.

A 3-D FT can be useful for spatial f iltering and
spatial spectroscopy in 3-D space. For spatial f il-
tering one needs first to transform the coordinates
of Osu, v, Dx, Dy d from the physical detection space
su, v, Dx, Dy d to the spectral space svx, vy , vzd. Then
the transformed function Õsvx, vy , vzd is multiplied
by some filter function. Finally, the output result
is obtained from the last product by an inverse 3-D
FT. When the phase distribution of the object’s 3-D
FT is essential, all these stages should be executed
optically, without any photodetection until the f inal
stage of detecting the output signals. Such an optical
system could be implemented by a few levels of holo-
grams for coordinate transforms and interconnections.
However, this 3-D spatial filtering would become
complicated, sensitive to noise, and impractical. To
overcome this difficulty without losing the phase infor-
mation, we adopt the concept of the joint transform cor-
relator3 (JTC) into our new 3-D correlator. Although
the intensity of the spatial spectrum is recorded by
a photodetector, the JTC yields a real correlation be-
tween two arbitrary functions without losing the phase
information.

The 3-D input space of the JTC contains a reference
object rsxs, ys, zsd at some point, say, the origin, and
a few tested objects, denoted together by the function
gsxs, ys, zsd and located around some other point, say,
point sa, b, cd. Therefore the JTC input function is
given by

osxs, ys, zsd  rsxs, ys, zsd 1 gsxs 1 a, ys 1 b, zs 1 cd .

(5)
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and computing
the squared magnitude of the complex amplitude
Osu, v, Dx, Dy d yield the intensity distribution on
plane P3:

I3su, v, Dx, Dy d  jRsu, v, Dx, Dy d 1 Gsu, v, Dx, Dy d

3 exphsi2pMylf d fau 1 bv 1 scyLd sDxu 1 Dy vdgjj2

 jRsu, v, Dx, Dy dj2 1 jGsu, v, Dx, Dy dj2 1 Gsu, v, Dx,

Dy dRpsu, v, Dx, Dy dexphsi2pMylf d fau 1 bv 1 scyLd

3 sDxu 1 Dyvdgj 1 Gpsu, v, Dx, Dy dRsu, v, Dx, Dy d

3 exph2si2pMylf d fau 1 bv 1 scyLd sDxu 1 Dyvdgj ,

(6)

where R and G are 3-D FT’s, defined by Eq. (4), of
r and g, respectively. The intensity distribution I3
is recorded by another CCD into the computer, in
which the coordinate transform of I3su, v, Dx, Dy d into
Ĩ3su, v, Dxu 1 Dyvd is done relatively easily. To sim-
plify the system it is also recommended that the final
3-D FT of Ĩ3su, v, Dxu 1 Dyvd be performed numeri-
cally inside the computer, although in concept it is pos-
sible to display the data on a few SLM’s and to do
an optical FT on each SLM by use of a coherent il-
lumination. In any case, after an inverse 3-D FT of
Ĩ3su, v, Dxu 1 Dyvd the output result is

csx0, y0, z0d 
Z

Ĩ3svx, vy , vzdexpf2i2psx0vx 1 y0vy

1z0vzdgdvxdvydvz

 r ? r 1 g ? g 1 sr ? gd p dsx0 2 a, y0 2 b, z0 2 cd

1sg ? rd p dsx0 1 a, y0 1 b, z0 1 cd , (7)

where ? and p stand for the correlation and the con-
volution, respectively. Similarly to an ordinary 2-D
JTC, the two last terms of Eq. (7) are the cross cor-
relations between the reference and the tested objects.
The third and the fourth terms are centered around
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Fig. 2. Computer simulation of the system shown in Fig. 1. (a) Projections of the input image observed from various
cameras’ translations D. (b) Intensity distribution on plane P3. (c) The same intensity distribution after the coordinates
have been transformed. (d) Cross-correlation results between the reference and the tested objects obtained by a 2-D FT of
the pattern in (c).
points sa, b, cd and s2a, 2b, 2cd, respectively. The
first two terms of the autocorrelation in Eq. (7) are
centered around the origin. Therefore, if one of the
distances sa, b, cd is longer than the size of the tested
function g, the cross correlation is spatially separated
from the autocorrelation terms and becomes detectable.

When there is no information along one transverse
coordinate, say ys, this coordinate can be ignored.
Thus one can perform an optical FT of the 2-D function
osxs, zsd in the same way. This means that the func-
tion osxs, zsd is transformed into the coordinate system
su, Dd composed of multiple u axes, each of which con-
tains a one-dimensional FT (done by a cylindrical lens)
of the image on P1, as seen from a different CCD trans-
lation D. Then the intensity I3su, Dd is recorded in
the computer and transformed there into the spectral
coordinates su, uDd. One performs the f inal 2-D FT, in
an equivalent complication, numerically or optically by
illuminating a SLM containing the spectrum Ĩ3su, uDd
in front of a spherical lens. To simplify the presen-
tation of our example, we choose to ignore one trans-
verse coordinate, understanding that the extension of
the system to three dimensions is straightforward.

As an example we simulated the optical system
shown in Fig. 1. In this example the input plane con-
tains four objects in the shape of corners, distributed
in the sxs, zsd plane. Each line of each corner has the
values (0,1). The uppermost object was used as a ref-
erence in the JTC scheme. The other three tested ob-
jects are distributed in the sxs, zsd plane far from the
reference. Two of them are identical to the reference;
the third is different. We can also see from Fig. 1
the location of the CCD in the initial state sD  0d
and in the f inal state sD  Ly2d. Between them the
CCD sampled the observed plane 24 times. The col-
lected data of 24 projections that should be displayed
on the SLM are shown in Fig. 2(a). Each horizontal
line at some point D is the one-dimensional pattern
seen when the CCD is translated a distance D from the
initial state. Each horizontal line was Fourier trans-
formed by a simulated cylindrical lens. The resulting
intensity distribution of the one-dimensional FT’s ob-
tained on plane P3 is depicted in Fig. 2(b). The func-
tion I3su, Dd was transformed into Ĩ3su, uDd, shown in
Fig. 2(c). Only two quadrants in this plot are occu-
pied with data because the CCD in this example moved
from the center only to the left. The horizontal lines
D  constant in Fig. 2(b) are transformed into diago-
nal lines that cross through the origin in Fig. 2(c). Fi-
nally, a 2-D FT of Ĩ3 in Fig. 2(c) yielded the required
cross correlation between the reference and the tested
objects. Figure 2(d) is a 3-D plot of the output plane
around the region of the f irst diffraction order [third
term in Eq. (7)]. The output correlation is given in
the coordinates sx0, z0d, which are equivalent to the
input coordinates sxs, zsd. The two strong correlation
peaks indicate the locations of the two corners, which
are identical to the reference.

In conclusion, a method for an optical 3-D FT and
correlation has been developed. This FT, in coherent
optics, is analogous to the recently discovered relation
in partial-coherence optics.4 The relation between the
two-point coherence function and the 3-D intensity
distribution of an incoherent source is analogous to
the present relation [Eq. (4)] between the complex
amplitude distributions Osu, v, Dxu 1 Dyvd and the
3-D brightness function osxs, ys, zsd.
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